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Using basic white magick spells you can enhance your life in many ways by gaining prosperity, a

new romance, a healthy mind and body, plus much more.While many rituals are too complex for a

beginner, these simple candle spells can be performed by anyone, and have a high success rate

even for new casters.Wicca Candle Spells: Simple Magick Spells That Work Fast by established

author and witch Milla Walsh has been created specifically to help a person achieve results with

their magic as simply and easily as possible.Using these spells, you will know exactly what you

need to cast a spell, when to cast a spell, and how to do it right.Â  Easy to follow instructions guide

you through the casting process for spells of all types such as blessing, curse breaking, spell

reversing, healing, and negativity release.In addition to simple ritual instructions that are followed

with ease, spell ingredients necessary to perform magic are cost efficient and easily obtained

worldwide.
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At first I was skeptical that such a modestly priced tome could possibly work. However I thought I'd

give it a go. Admittedly it does seem at odds with the Wiccan Way in which we were versed to be

reading the spells on my kindle instead of using my huge leather- bound volumes that we have had



for years, but I admit to being a convert, at least for these everyday spells. I found that Milla's

relatively simple chants were easy to memorize and I have been pleased with the results. Our local

extended community is much more together and happy now and I am able to "spread the word"

more easily.Highly recommended for Wiccan followers

Cute little book. I am looking forward in trying some of these simple to follow instructions spells. (my

first time) Being in a small town I may have to order on-line on some of the ingredients. For a long

time, I have felt someone may have placed a curse on us and I had mentioned this to some of the

family & friends. They just laugh. But when you really feel like it can be true....with bad things

happening all the time, going thru a horrible drought like us; any thing is possible. I believe in magic

but never acted upon it. I am at my wits end. We are in need of some major rain and peace with my

family. The fighting is getting worse. Prayer don't seem to be working. The curse is getting worse. I

can't understand who would hurt us. Wish us luck....We are in need of healing and much needed

rain.

I tried these spells, put as much intention and concentration into them as I could, and followed them

to the letter....and not one of them worked. Either these spells are bunk or I just don't have any

magical ability what so ever.

I like this book, it's right to the point. Lots of information, easy to find what your looking for. Don't

know how well it works yet but I should know soon.

Love these everyday spells. Easy to use saga and interpret for your own needs.very practical for

living in today's modern world

It's ok, but then it cost next to nothing. A quick and simple guide, interesting reading don't know if i'll

every refer back it.

I would recommend this book for beginners. Easley understand and you can add your own

techniques to make it more suitable for your self it gives you a insight on how to go about it. I

thought it was good reading.

this is good for giving information on ways to use candles in spells, although it goes into more



complex spellwork than I usually do. I am more into colors and symbolism, but this is an excellent

resource.
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